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Introduction

Gyroscopes are incredible pieces of  engineering that have many 
practical uses. They consists of  a heavy disc, called a rotor, which 
spins around a rotor shaft. This rotor and shaft are housed in what 
are known as gimbals, which allow for rotation on only one axis. 
Gyroscopes can be made with varying amounts of  gimbal housings to 
account for different applications that require more or fewer axes of  
movement. 

These machines are all around you, even if  you don’t normally think 
about it. Small gyroscopes are used in electronics like your phone or 

game system to detect motion and provide feedback that is usable for various applications. They are also used in 
rockets and vehicles, like airplanes or boats, to provide safety, stability, and guidance. A gyroscope is able to provide 
its utility by maintaining its spin on its axis until acted upon by an outside torque. This torque is then felt in the 
gimbals by onboard sensors which in turn 
help to relay the data or stablize the vehicle.

Though gyroscopes can seem to defy the 
laws of  physics and behave unexpectedly to 
the untrained eye, they operate by the same 
physical rules as everything else. The key to 
understanding a gyroscope’s behavior is to 
grasp the concept of  angular momentum. 
As you are likely familiar with regarding linear 
momentum, an object in motion wants to 
stay in motion until acted upon by a force. 
The same is true for spinning objects. While 
the rotor spins, each point on it possesses 
its own angular momentum, causing it to 
want to maintain its angular orientation and 
resist changing plane. When put into various 
mounts, on a string, or on a table, the angular 
momentum of  your spinning gyroscope 
will present to you many counterintuitive 
situations that will help you grasp gyroscopic 
effects.
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How to Use

There are many simple experiments you can do with your gyroscope to observe its properties. First you need to 
learn how to get your gyroscope’s rotor spinning. From there you can observe precession and gyroscopic stability. 
(Warning: Do not drop your gyroscope, as this can cause permanent damage. Perform the “Precession” and 
“Walking on a String” experiments low to the ground and over a soft surface, like a pillow.)

Spinning Your Gyroscope
1. Take one end of  your string, insert it through the hole 

in your handle, and tie a secure knot.
2. Take the other end of  your string and insert a small 

portion of  string through the hole in the rotor shaft.
3. Wrap the string evenly around the rotor shaft. 

(Warning: Do not let the string wrap around the point 
where the shaft comes into contact with the gimbal 
housing as this can cause snags.)

4. Hold on to the gyroscope by its gimbal housing.
5. Grab the handle of  your cord and pull quickly. 

(Warning: Follow through on your pull. An incomplete 
pull can lead to the string tangling around the rotor 
shaft.)

Precession
1. Spin your gyroscope.
2. Create a loop about five inches long with the string you 

just used to spin your gyroscope. Hide the excess string 
in your hand so that it doesn’t get in the way.

3. Hold your gyroscope by the gimble housing so that the 
rotor is spinning perpendicular to the ground.

4. Place the white adjustment screw (which holds the spin 
axis inside the housing) inside your loop. When spinning 
quickly enough, your gyroscope will seemingly defy gravity and spin in a circle around the loop with the housing 
perpendicular to the loop. This circular motion around a point caused by the gyroscope’s angular momentum is 
known as precession.

Walking on a String
1. Spin your gyroscope.
2. With the help of  a friend, hold your string semi-taut.
3. Place your gyroscope onto the string using the groove on the white adjustment screw to hold it in place. 

Observe as it stays balanced on the string.
4. Now, with the gyroscope not spinning, attempt to balance it on the string again. Do not allow the gyroscope to 

fall onto the ground. Compare the gyroscopes ability to balance when spinning and when still.

Knocking it Over
1. Spin your gyroscope.
2. Place it upright on the white adjustment screw on a wide, open table and watch it as it spins.
3. Tap it with your hand and try to knock it over. You will not be able to do so without excessive force.
4. As the gyroscope slows down, continue trying to knock it over. You will notice that as it slows down and loses 

its angular momentum, its tendency to stay upright will diminish.
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How to Use with the Provided Cradles

Your gyroscope also comes with two different cradles to place it in. They are described below.

Demonstrating High Inertia with the Pivoting Cradle
1. Wind up your gyroscope and place it in the rocking cradle with its rotor shaft facing horizontally.
2. With the rotor still, rotate the cradle around its axis to observe how easily it moves. There is low inertia here.
3. Spin your gyroscope.
4. Try to rotate the cradle again. Because of  the high inertia of  the gyroscope, you will feel resistance when trying 

to rotate the cradle. This resistance will continue to be felt until the gyroscope flips to having its rotor shaft 
pointing vertically. Since the gyroscope is now spinning in the same axis as you are trying to rotate the cradle, 
there is nothing preventing its rotation.

5. Place the gyroscope in the cradle again as you did above, but this time with 
weights attached to one of  the white adjustment screws, as seen to the right. 

6. Spin your gyroscope again. Notice how different weights cause the cradle to rotate 
at different speeds. Remove the weights before the next step.

7. Place your gyroscope in the cradle one last time, but with the rotor shaft pointing 
vertically.

8. Spin your gyroscope and use your hand to rotate the cradle both clockwise and 
counterclockwise. As you do so, the gyroscope will flip upside-down repeatedly  
on its axis.

Demonstrating a Passive Stablizer with the Rocking Cradle
1. Place your gyroscope into your rocking cradle with its rotor shaft facing veritcally.
2. Spin your gyroscope.
3. Rock the cradle back and forth. As the gyroscope stablizes the cradle rocking back and forth, it will precess 

towards the horizontal position where it will no longer provide a stablizing force.
4. Place a small rubber band around the cradle and gyroscope so that it cannot precess. This obstacle will keep the 

gyroscope in the correct orientation to continue stablizing the rocker.

Pivoting Cradle Rocking Cradle


